ABSTRACT. A new class of wild arcs is defined, the class of "exceptional" arcs, which is a subclass of the class of arcs whose only wildpoint is an endpoint. This paper then uses geometric techniques to calculate the penetration indices of these exceptional arcs.
1. The notations Bd, Cl, Int, N(X), v(k n A') are all defined in [5] and [6] and, generally speaking, the notation and terminology of this paper will be consistent with that of those papers. In particular, we have the following conventions and definitions: 1. A: is an oriented arc in Euclidean 3-space R3, and is tame at all points except its endpoint/». In this paper, the precise orientation of A: does not concern us, for the orientation has only been introduced so that we can use arguments based on the algebraic intersection number of k with a surface.
2. A handlebody of genus g is a tame closed regular neighbourhood of a wedge of g circles in /?3. If g = 1, such a handlebody is a solid torus (i.e. the product of S1 with a 2-disc-called "Vollring" in [7] ), and if g = 0 we have a 3-cell.
The penetration index R(k,p) of k at p, relative to handlebodies of genus g, is the smallest integer n such that there exist arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of p which are handlebodies of genus g, each meeting A: on its boundary in n points. When there is no danger of confusion, we shall write R instead of R(k,p). Px is the toral penetration index, and P0 is the "nice penetration index" of [3] .
Note that if g(k) is the smallest integer r such that Pr(k,p) = 1, then g(k)
LEG(k,p) [8, Definition (2. 3)], with equality if k is wild and g(k) = 1. It is not known whether g(k) = LEG(k,p) for all k.
Henceforth, we shall assume that Px(k,p) = 1. 3. We choose a 3-cell neighbourhood E0 of /», which meets k on its boundary in at least three points, and so that if E c Int E0 is any other 3-cell neighbourhood of/», the surface Bd E meets k in at least as many points as does Bd E0. If P0(k,p) is finite, we require that Bd E0 meet k in P0 points. All our working takes place inside E0.
A A:-torus is a tame closed solid torus V c Int E0 which contains /> in its interior, and meets k on its boundary in one point only. If U and V are A>tori and U c Int V, we write U < V iff U lies in some 3-cell in the interior of V.
A constructing sequence for k (in E0 Condition (iii) means that the sets A(EhEi+x) (of those subarcs of k in E¡ -Ei+X whose endpoints both lie on Bd E¡) and B(£1+1, E¡) (of those subarcs of k in E¡ -Int Ei+X whose endpoints both lie on Bd £,+,) are not empty for any i; that given any a E A(E¡,Ei+x) there exists a ß E B(Ei+x,E¡) such that the pair (a,ß) is unsplittable (in the sense of [5]), and given any ß E B(E¡+X,E¡) there exists an a G A(E¡,Ei+x) such that the pair (a,ß) is unsplittable. Thus condition (iii) guarantees that exceptional arcs are nearly polyhedral. Note also that LEG(k,p) = 1.
The sequence C is called a special constructing sequence for k in E0. (In [4] , the exceptional arcs are called "special".) 2. For each pair of indices A and H > A, we define the local penetration index of k in the region Vh -VH, P0(k, Vh -VH), to be the smallest integer n such that there exists a tame closed 3-cell neighbourhood E oí p whose boundary lies in Int(P£ -VH) and meets k in n points. Note that:
(a) if P0 is finite, P0(k,p) ^ P0(k, Vh -VH) because every 3-cell neighbourhood of/» in Int E0 meets k on its boundary in at least P0(k,p) points, by assumption (see number 3); (b) if / ë h and L â H, P0(k, V,-VL)^ P0(k, V" -V"); and (c) P0(k, V" -V") á min{P0(A:, Vj-VM)'. k àj 2 B-I}, Our goal in this section is the proof of the following theorem, which states that we have strict equality in (c). Theorem 1. Let k be a nearly polyhedral arc which has a constructing sequence E0 D V0> Vx > V2>_Then
for each pair of integers h, H with h < H, there exists an index s, h ë s < H, such that P0(k, Vh -VH) = P0(k, V, -Vs+X).
Before proving this theorem, we need the following lemmas: Lemma 1. If V is a k-torus, every meridian disc of V meets k in at least one point (we assume that our meridian discs do not contain p). If V is unknotted, every disc bounded by a longitude of Bd V meets k in at least one point. (The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in paper 2 of [6] .)
The proof of the following lemma is easy, and is therefore omitted.
Lemma 2. Let R and R' be annuli with boundary curves o, r ando', r' respectively. Let S be a surface obtained by identifying o with o' and t with r'. Then a does not bound any surface on S.
Lemma 3. Let E0 be any 3-cell, and E a tame 3-cell in Int E0. Let R C Int E0 -Int E be a tame annulus which intersects Bd E only in the two curves a and TofBdR.o and r together bound an annulus R' c Bd E; let Da and Dr be the disjoint discs of Cl(Bd E -R') which are bounded by o and t respectively.
Then if E' is the 3-cell bounded by R u D" (J DT, E' contains EiffR U R' is not the boundary of a solid torus V which contains E and in which D" and DT are meridian discs.
Proof. We shall prove that E is not contained in E' iff R u R' is the boundary of such a solid torus V.
(If.) If R u R' bounds such a solid torus, the closures of the components of V-D"\J Dr are the 3-cells E and E'. That is, V = E U E, E n E'= D" U D" and E <t E.
(Only if.) We wish to prove that if £ is not contained in E, then Äu Ä'is the boundary of a solid torus of the kind specified by the lemma.
Let R u R' = Bd V, where V c Int E0 is either a solid torus or a 3-cell with a knotted hole. We collapse Bd E0 to a point and obtain a 3-sphere S0 = E0/ Bd E0; if V is not a solid torus, the image of QCEo _ V) under the collapsing map is a solid torus V ' which contains S0 -E, and V u V = S0 (see We have four possibilities to consider, depending whether a is (i) a longitude of V, (ii) a meridian of V, (iii) a longitude of V, or (iv) a meridian of V. Since we are assuming that E <t E', we will show that (iii) and (iv) are the only possible choices for a, then show that this implies that B U B' is the boundary of a solid torus (namely V) which contains E, and in which Da and Dr are meridan discs.
(i) o is a longitude of V. Then />" (and hence E) cannot lie in V, and V must be unknotted. By [1] , a is then a meridian of V; that is, case (ii) applies.
(ii) a is a meridian of V. D" and D, separate V into two 3-cells bounded by B u Da u DT and R' \j D" i) DT, and one of these 3-cells contains the complement of E.
If V -E U (S0 -E'), then E c £'; whereas if V -E U (S0 -£), E' lies in £ and so R c £, which contradicts the hypothesis on B. So V -E U (S0 -£') and £ c £'.
Since we are assuming that £ <t £', it follows that a must either be a longitude of V or a meridian of F.
(iii) a is a longitude of V. Then V must be unknotted; by [1] , V = C1(S0 -V)
is an unknotted solid torus which has a as a meridian, so case (iv) applies. Note that D" is a meridian disc of V and that Bd V = R u B'.
(iv) a is a meridian of K. /)" is a meridian disc of the solid torus V and similar arguments show that t is also a meridian of V, bounding the meridian disc Dr.
Thus £ c V.
Thus, if £ ct £', B u B' must be the boundary of a solid torus which contains £, and in which D" and Dr are meridian discs. Q.E.D. Now we may proceed to the proof of Theorem 1. Let 53 be the class of all tame closed 3-cell neighbourhoods of p whose boundaries lie in Int(^ -VH) and meet k in P0(k, Vh -VH) points. There exists at least one 3-cell EES such that (i) the surface Bd £ is in general position with respect to the surfaces Bd Vh+],..., Bd VH_X, and none of the "intersection curves" of Bd £ n U/-Â+1 Bd Vj contains any points of k;
(ii) the number of intersection curves is minimal in ¡B with respect to (i). To prove the theorem, it is sufficient to prove that the number of intersection curves is zero. Assume to the contrary, and let s be the smallest index such that Bd£ n Bd Vs^ 0.
The proof of the theorem is in three parts. Part 1. Suppose some intersection curve bounds a disc on Bd Vs. We may choose one such curve, a say, which bounds a disc D c Bd V3 containing no other intersection curves, a also bounds a disc D' c Bd £ which together with D bounds a 3-cell C which does not contain />.
Let Af be a closed regular neighbourhood of C in £0 ; put £' = Cl(£ -N) if D c £, otherwise put £' = £ u N. Then £' is a tame closed 3-cell neighbour-hood of p. By taking a small enough N, we may ensure that Bd E lies in Int(P£ -VH), is in general position with respect to the surfaces Bd Vk+X,..., Bd VH-X, and meets this family of surfaces in fewer intersection curves than did Bd E. For we can ensure that Bd E n Bd Vj c Bd E n Bd V¡ unless y = s, when Bd E n Bd V, c Bd E n Bd V, -{a}, thus eliminating all those intersection curves that lie in D'. Then, by choosing a smaller regular neighbourhood if necessary, we may guarantee that N(k n Bd N) = N(k n Bd C) by requiring that the set k n C\(N -Q consist of precisely A'(A; n BdQ arcs running from Bd C to Bd N, or from Bd N to Bd C. We will call N a "suitably small regular neighbourhood of C", and in future the phrase "suitably small (or sufficiently small) regular neighbourhood of the set A"' will designate a regular neighbourhood of X which has this nicety of position with respect to k, X, and any other surfaces that may be nearby.
By choosing a sufficiently small regular neighbourhood N of C, we can obtain a 3-cell E which satisfies the condition (i) satisfied by E, as described in the preceding paragraph. We will obtain a contradiction to our choice of E, using condition (ii), if we can show that E G 23. It only remains to compare N(k n Bd E) with N(k n Bd E) and show that Bd E meets k in P0(A:, Vh-V") The preceding paragraphs show that the 3-cell E lies in the class 2B which, as remarked above, contradicts the minimality assumption (ii) involved in our choice of E. It follows that no curve of Bd E n Bd Vs can be null-homologous on Bd Vs.
Since the intersection curves of Bd E n Bd V, all bound discs on Bd E, these curves are either all meridians of Bd V" or all longitudes. In either case, we have an even number of intersection curves bounding parallel annuli on Bd Vt.
We may therefore choose a pair of curves o and t which bound an annulus R c Bd Vs whose interior lies in the interior of E, and therefore contains no intersection curves. R separates E into two components: a 3-cell C and a "complementary space" K(R) = K which is either a solid torus or a 3-cell with a knotted hole. If p G C, and N is a suitably small open regular neighbourhood of K in E, the 3-cell E = E -N is a tame closed neighbourhood of p whose boundary lies in Int(P£ -VH) and therefore meets k in at least as many points as Bd E does; that is N(k n Bd E) ^N(knBdE) = P0(k, Vh -V").
Let R' be the closure of the annular component of Bd E -{o, r). Then we have the inequality N(k n R') â N(k n R) £ Pi -l;
as before, this implies that N(k n /?') = A'(A: n R) if A: does not meet R at all, and in this case Bd E meets k in precisely P0(k, Vh -VH) points. So suppose A: meets R in one point.
This implies that Ac meets R' in an odd number of points which, from the above, can be no larger than one; so again N(k n R) = N(k n R') and N(k n Bd E) = />"(£, V" -V").
Further, Bd E is in general position with respect to the surfaces Bd Vh+X,..., Bd VH_X, and meets these surfaces in fewer intersection curves than does Bd E. For Bd £' n Bd Vj C Bd £ n Bd V¡ unless y = s, when Bd £' n Bd Vs c Bd £ n Bd V, -{a,r} -in particular, those intersection curves which lie in B' have been eliminated. The 3-cell £' lies in the class S, and its existence contradicts the minimality assumption involved in the choice of our original 3-cell £. We must assume, therefore, that for each such annulus B, the point p lies in K(R) and not in C. Then the statement P below is true.
P. p lies in the complementary space of each annulus B c £ n Bd V, whose interior lies in the interior of £.
Part 2. Here we prove that, if necessary, we can "thicken" the 3-cell £ by replacing an annulus B' c Bd £ by a suitable annulus B which lies in Bd Vs n Cl(£0 -£) (Lemma 3 is important here). That we can find such a suitable annulus B, so that the 3-cell so obtained contains p in its interior, is the gist of Sublemma 2. Sublemma 1. //Bd £ n Bd V, ^ 0, all the intersection curves are nested about one disc on Bd £. That is, there are only two intersection curves which bound discs on Bd £ which contain no other intersection curves.
Proof. Suppose the intersection curves are all meridians of Bd Vs. Let D be a meridian disc of V" such that N(k n />) = n = 1 = B, is minimal (cf. Lemma 1). Then Vs -(a suitably small open regular neighbourhood of D) is a 3-cell neighbourhood of p which meets k on its boundary in 2n + Px points, so 2n + Px ^ P0(k, Vh-VH) = N(k n Bd £).
Suppose there are 2r disjoint meridian discs Z>,,..., D^ of V" lying on Bd £. Then 2» + P,èJV(icnBd£)â| N(k n Df) â 2m;
that is, (2r -2)n S Px = 1. Since n â 1, r = 1 and only two intersection curves can bound discs on Bd £ which are meridian discs of Vs. A similar argument shows that only two intersection curves can bound discs on Bd £ which are longitude discs of Vs. Q.E.D.
Let the intersection curves be ax,..., an , and let us assume that ax bounds a disc Dx on Bd £ which contains no other intersection curves. Each curve a" for /' ^ 2, bounds two discs on Bd £ and one of these, D¡ say, contains Dx in its interior. By Sublemma 1, it is possible to number the intersection curves so that Dx c D2 c ... C D" (with a, = Bd /),)• [Note that this implies that the disc Cl(Bd E -Dn) contains no intersection curves in its interior.] each i, we denote Cl(Bd E -D¡) by D\ (so D'" c D'"_x c ... C D\). For each pair i and j with i < j, we use R'v to denote the annulus Cl(Bd E -D¡ u /?/) bounded by o, and o¡ on Bd £. If o¡ and a, also bound an annulus on Bd V, whose interior lies in Int(l£ -E) (and therefore contains no intersection curves), we shall denote this annulus by Ry. Proof. Let n be the number of curves of Bd E n Bd Vs; we are assuming n g 4.
According to Lemma 3, we need only show that for some pair i < j, Ry u R¡¡ is not the boundary of a solid torus which contains E and in which D, and Dy are meridian discs.
Suppose RXr u R'Xr is the boundary of a solid torus 7¡ which contains E and in which Dx and Z>i are meridian discs.
BdE
Bd V s Figure 1 If r -n, E and Bd Vs must intersect as shown in Figure 1 , for there are no intersection curves in either Int Dx or Int D'n. Let Ax" be the annulus on Bd V, which has a, as one of its boundary curves, and which lies inside E as shown; let Bd £' n Bd V, c Bd £ n Bd V, -{o"Oj}, because all the intersection curves lying on R'y have been eliminated. Part 3. The existence of the 3-cell £' G S contradicts the minimality assumption involved in our choice of £ if there are four or more intersection curves of Bd £ n Bd V" so we conclude that Bd £ n Bd V, consists of at most two curves a and r. a and t bound disjoint discs D" and Dr on Bd £, and we denote by R' the annulus Cl(Bd £ -£>" u A)-We then have two cases to consider: (a) a and t are longitudes of Bd Vs; (b) a and t are meridians of Bd Vs. On the other hand, E u I£ is a tame closed 3-cell neighbourhood of /> whose boundary (= R u A U 2>T)ues in Int(*A -*//). and therefore meets A: in at least Po(k, Vh -V") = N(k n Bd E) points, so N(k n R) ^ N(k n *')• Let £' be a suitably small closed regular neighbourhood of E u IÍ; then E has the properties (i) N(k n Bd £') = N(k n Bd £) = P0(*. *£ -^«); (Ü) Bd E c Int(îf_, -Vs)c hti{Vk -V"); (iii)Bd£' n UJSl, Bdiy-0.
In particular, the 3-cell E lies in the class S3, and property (iii) shows that the existence of E contradicts our choice of the 3-cell E in S3. We must therefore conclude that o and r are not longitudes of Bd V,. which contradicts the choice of our 3-cell E. We conclude that o and r cannot be meridians of Bd Vs. It follows that Bd E cannot meet Bd Vs at all; but 5 was chosen to be the smallest index such that Bd E n Bd Vs ^ 0. No such index s can exist, therefore; so Bd E n U* Bd V, = 0 .
Since Bd E c \-aü(Vh -V"), Bd E n U Bd V, = 0 .
Therefore there exists an index s, h â s < H, such that Bd £ c Int(^ -V,+x); since N(k n Bd E) = P0(k, Vh-VH)^ P0(k, V,-V*x) £ /V(ifc n Bd £), the theorem follows. Q.E.D. Proof. This is proved by using the corollary to Theorem 1; one only has to show that P0(k, Vs-Vs+X) = N(k n Bd £i+1) for each index s.
Let C be a tame closed 3-cell neighbourhood of /» such that (i) Bd C c lni(Vs -Vs+X) and is in general position with respect to Bd £J+i, meeting Bd £J+1 in a finite number of simple closed curves which do not contain any points of k, and (ü)JV(*n MQ = p0(k,vs-K+x).
We may choose an intersection curve a which bounds a disc D c Bd £J+i which contains no other intersection curves, a separates Bd C into two discs; one of these, say /)', in union with D forms the boundary of a 3-cell S which does not contain Vs+X. (ii) Bd C" is in general position with respect to Bd E3+x, and Bd C" n Bd £,+! C Bd C n Bd £J+1 -{a}.
In particular, we have eliminated all those curves of Bd C n Bd £J+1 which lie in D'.
After finitely many such "cutting and pasting" operations, therefore, we may replace C by a 3-cell neighbourhood C* of /», whose boundary lies in Int(^ -%+x), meets A: in P0(A;, Vs -Vs+X) points, and does not meet Bd E,+x. Now either C* c Int £J+1, or £,+, c Int C*. We will show that the first of these is impossible if Pç>(k, Vs-Vs+X) < N(k n Bd £,+i); a similar proof will show that the second is impossible if P0(k, V, -V^x) < N(k n Bd Es+X).
If P0(A:, V, -Vi+X) is smaller than #(A: n Bd £J+1), and C* c Int £J+I, there must exist an arc a G A(Es+x,E,+2) which lies in Es+X -C*. But then the pair (a,ß) is splittable for every ß G B(Es+2,E,+x), because jSuBd £,+2 c Int C* c C* c £0 -a U Bd £J+).
Since k is exceptional, this is impossible and no such arc a can exist; that is, P0(k,V1-Vs+x) = N(knBdEi+x).
Similarly, P0(k, V,-V,+x) = N(k n Bd £J+1) if £J+, c Int C*.
This proves the theorem. Q.E.D.
Theorem 2 yields the following corollaries, which are very similar to Theorems 5 and 6 of [8] . The arc shown in Figure 2 has LEG(k,p) = 1 and R.(k,p) = K0-Added in proof. In a preprint titled The penetration index of a self-linked nearly tame arc, Carl D. Sikkema has generalised the results of this paper to the wider class of self-linked nearly tame arcs. Sikkema's methods are quite independent of those used here, and he does not make any restriction on the toral penetration index of his arcs.
